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In just the past few years, the equity markets have been transformed into a high-speed casino
that’s a pure crapshoot: a white-knuckle rollercoaster ride that has left individual investors
legitimately terrified of equities. The Flash Crash of May 6, 2010–when the DJIA plummeted
734 points in 17 minutes, and dozens of top companies traded as low as zero–was just a
harbinger of disasters to come. In Crap Shoot Investing, Barron’s Washington Editor Jim
McTague reveals the twin causes of this massive transformation: high-frequency traders using
mathematical hocus pocus, and blundering regulators whose attempts to promote long-term
investment have massively backfired. McTague takes you through the Flash Crash moment by
moment, revealing what happened and how it happened. Next, he burrows “under the
volcano” to uncover the titanic, uncontrolled forces now at work in equity markets, showing
investors exactly what they’re jumping into when they buy and sell stock today. You’ll learn
how new exchanges, desperate for cash, are attracting high-frequency traders at everyone
else’s expense… how “dark pools” of hidden trades are tilting the playing field…how even small
investors are promoting dangerous volatility. McTague explains why regulators continue to
ignore the big picture as the markets accelerate towards chaos. Last but not least, he presents
a rational strategy for investors who need to get ahead in markets that have become riskier
than most casinos. "A valuable read for anyone considering investing in equity markets."
Reprinted with permission from CHOICE http://www.cro2.org, copyright by the American
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Library Association.
The true meaning of investment discipline is to trade only when you rationally expect that you
will achieve your desired objective. Accordingly, managers must thoroughly understand why
they trade. Because trading is a zero-sum game, good investment discipline also requires that
managers understand why their counterparties trade. This book surveys the many reasons
why people trade and identifies the implications of the zero-sum game for investment
discipline. It also identifies the origins of liquidity and thus of transaction costs, as well as when
active investment strategies are profitable. The book then explains how managers must
measure and control transaction costs to perform well. Electronic trading systems and
electronic trading strategies now dominate trading in exchange markets throughout the world.
The book identifies why speed is of such great importance to electronic traders, how they
obtain it, and the trading strategies they use to exploit it. Finally, the book analyzes many
issues associated with electronic trading that currently concern practitioners and regulators.
The Market Wizards are back! Unknown Market Wizards continues in the three-decade
tradition of the hugely popular Market Wizards series, interviewing exceptionally successful
traders to learn how they achieved their extraordinary performance results. The twist in
Unknown Market Wizards is that the featured traders are individuals trading their own
accounts. They are unknown to the investment world. Despite their anonymity, these traders
have achieved performance records that rival, if not surpass, the best professional managers.
Some of the stories include: - A trader who turned an initial account of $2,500 into $50 million. A trader who achieved an average annual return of 337% over a 13-year period. - A trader who
made tens of millions using a unique approach that employed neither fundamental nor
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technical analysis. - A former advertising executive who used classical chart analysis to
achieve a 58% average annual return over a 27-year trading span. - A promising junior tennis
player in the UK who abandoned his quest for a professional sporting career for trading and
generated a nine-year track record with an average annual return just under 300%. Worldrenowned author and trading expert Jack D. Schwager is our guide. His trademark
knowledgeable and sensitive interview style encourages the Wizards to reveal the fascinating
details of their training, experience, tactics, strategies, and their best and worst trades. There
are dashes of humour and revelations about the human side of trading throughout. The result
is an engrossing new collection of trading wisdom, brimming with insights that can help all
traders improve their outcomes.
Since Bitcoin appeared in 2009, the digital currency has been hailed as an Internet marvel and
decried as the preferred transaction vehicle for all manner of criminals. It has left nearly
everyone without a computer science degree confused: Just how do you “mine” money from
ones and zeros? The answer lies in a technology called blockchain, which can be used for
much more than Bitcoin. A general-purpose tool for creating secure, decentralized, peer-topeer applications, blockchain technology has been compared to the Internet itself in both form
and impact. Some have said this tool may change society as we know it. Blockchains are
being used to create autonomous computer programs known as “smart contracts,” to expedite
payments, to create financial instruments, to organize the exchange of data and information,
and to facilitate interactions between humans and machines. The technology could affect
governance itself, by supporting new organizational structures that promote more democratic
and participatory decision making. Primavera De Filippi and Aaron Wright acknowledge this
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potential and urge the law to catch up. That is because disintermediation—a blockchain’s
greatest asset—subverts critical regulation. By cutting out middlemen, such as large online
operators and multinational corporations, blockchains run the risk of undermining the capacity
of governmental authorities to supervise activities in banking, commerce, law, and other vital
areas. De Filippi and Wright welcome the new possibilities inherent in blockchains. But as
Blockchain and the Law makes clear, the technology cannot be harnessed productively without
new rules and new approaches to legal thinking.
The U.S. stock market has been transformed over the last twenty-five years. Once a market in
which human beings traded at human speeds, it is now an electronic market pervaded by
algorithmic trading, conducted at speeds nearing that of light. High-frequency traders
participate in a large portion of all transactions, and a significant minority of all trade occurs on
alternative trading systems known as “dark pools.” These developments have been widely
criticized, but there is no consensus on the best regulatory response to these dramatic
changes. The New Stock Market offers a comprehensive new look at how these markets work,
how they fail, and how they should be regulated. Merritt B. Fox, Lawrence R. Glosten, and
Gabriel V. Rauterberg describe stock markets’ institutions and regulatory architecture. They
draw on the informational paradigm of microstructure economics to highlight the crucial role of
information asymmetries and adverse selection in explaining market behavior, while examining
a wide variety of developments in market practices and participants. The result is a compelling
account of the stock market’s regulatory framework, fundamental institutions, and economic
dynamics, combined with an assessment of its various controversies. The New Stock Market
covers a wide range of issues including the practices of high-frequency traders, insider trading,
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manipulation, short selling, broker-dealer practices, and trading venue fees and rebates. The
book illuminates both the existing regulatory structure of our equity trading markets and how
we can improve it.
This book explores the pressing topic of dark trading. Following new EU legislation regulating
financial markets (MiFID II and MiFIR), it traces the development of off-market securities
trading (“dark trading”), analyzes economic studies of this development, and positions the
resulting regulatory framework of the EU over against that of the US. The study closes with
proposals for reform that provide new impetus for further academic discussion.
A plain English guide to high frequency trading and off-exchange trading practices In Dark
Pools & High Frequency Trading For Dummies, senior private banker Jukka Vaananen has
created an indispensable and friendly guide to what really goes on inside dark pools, what
rewards you can reap as an investor and how wider stock markets and pricing may be affected
by dark pools. Written with the classic For Dummies style that has become a hallmark of the
brand, Vaananen makes this complex material easy to understand with an insider's look into
the topic. The book takes a detailed look at the pros and the cons of trading in dark pools, and
how this type of trading differs from more traditional routes. It also examines how dark pools
are currently regulated, and how the regulatory landscape may be changing. Learn what types
of dark pools exist, and how a typical transaction works Discover the rules and regulations for
dark pools, and some of the downsides to trading Explore how dark pools can benefit investors
and banks, and who can trade in them Recognize the ins and outs of automated and high
frequency trading Because dark pools allow companies to trade stocks anonymously and away
from the public exchange, they are not subject to the peaks and troughs of the stock market,
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and have only recently begun to take off in a big way. Written with investors and finance
students in mind, Dark Pools & High Frequency Trading For Dummies is the ultimate reference
guide for anyone looking to understand dark pools and dark liquidity, including the different
order types and key HFT strategies.
The design of trading algorithms requires sophisticated mathematical models backed up by
reliable data. In this textbook, the authors develop models for algorithmic trading in contexts
such as executing large orders, market making, targeting VWAP and other schedules, trading
pairs or collection of assets, and executing in dark pools. These models are grounded on how
the exchanges work, whether the algorithm is trading with better informed traders (adverse
selection), and the type of information available to market participants at both ultra-high and
low frequency. Algorithmic and High-Frequency Trading is the first book that combines
sophisticated mathematical modelling, empirical facts and financial economics, taking the
reader from basic ideas to cutting-edge research and practice. If you need to understand how
modern electronic markets operate, what information provides a trading edge, and how other
market participants may affect the profitability of the algorithms, then this is the book for you.
A Wall Street Journal reporter evaluates the cost and consequences of high-speed trading,
arguing that the development of automatic, super-intelligent trading machines is eliminating
necessary human interests and compromising regulation measures. 50,000 first printing.
Competition is pervasive in modern society, yet it should not be taken for granted as an
inevitable aspect of human existence. This book opens up competition for the study of social
scientists, exploring its emergence, maintenance, change, and outcomes in education,
business, creative industries, and more.
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"This book puts China's shadow banking developments into perspective and clarifies the
misconceptions surrounding its potential risks due to definitional and measurement differences,
including double counting. It identifies the Chinese characteristics of shadow banking and
attributes its rapid growth to a market response to prevailing constraints on credit (esp. by
SMEs) and a demand for higher-yielding investment/saving products by the household/private
sector"-The markets have evolved at breakneck speed during the past decade, and change has
accelerated dramatically since 2007's disastrous regulatory "reforms." An unrelenting focus on
technology, hyper-short-term trading, speed, and volume has eclipsed sanity: markets have
been hijacked by high-powered interests at the expense of investors and the entire capitalraising process. A small consortium of players is making billions by skimming and scalping
unaware investors -- and, in so doing, they've transformed our markets from the world's envy
into a barren wasteland of terror. Since these events began, Themis Trading's Joe Saluzzi and
Sal Arnuk have offered an unwavering voice of reasoned dissent. Their small brokerage has
stood up against the hijackers in every venue: their daily writings are now followed by
investors, regulators, the media, and "Main Street" investors worldwide. Saluzzi and Arnuk
don't take prisoners! Now, in Broken Markets, they explain how all this happened, who did it,
what it means, and what's coming next. You'll understand the true implications of events
ranging from the crash of 1987 to the "Flash Crash" -- and discover what it all means to you
and your future. Warning: you will get angry (if you aren't already). But you'll know exactly why
you're angry, who you're angry at, and what needs to be done!
Written by a former practitioner, this book fills a clear gap in the current literature for a practicePage 7/27
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focused text that brings together the organizational structure, economics and governance of
the finance industry – investment banking, wholesale banking and asset management - with
the functions it performs such as mergers and acquisitions, IPOs, private equity, hedge funds,
high frequency trading and the structuring of cash and synthetic ETFs and CDOs. It integrates
the credit and capital markets by considering securitization as a "conversion" process between
the two markets and money market mutual funds as a capital market alternative to bank
deposits offered in the credit market. It analyzes the societal value of the industry as well as
market and regulatory failure leading to crisis and hence the need for more appropriate
governance structures and disciplining and control mechanisms for both banks and sovereign
groupings such as the eurozone.
Corporations and Other Business Associations: Cases and Materials
Dark PoolsThe Rise of the Machine Traders and the Rigging of the U.S. Stock MarketCurrency
"Trading at the Speed of Light tells the story of how many of our most important financial
markets have transformed from physical trading floors on which human beings trade face-toface, into electronic systems within which computer algorithms trade with each other. Tracing
the emergence of ultrafast, automated, high-frequency trading (HFT) since the early 2000s,
Donald MacKenzie draws particular attention to the importance of what he deems the 'material
political economy' of twenty-first century finance. Fast transmission of price data used to
involve fibre-optic cables, but the strands in such cables are made of materials (usually a
specialised form of glass) which slow light down to around two-thirds of its speed in free space.
By contrast, microwave and other wireless signals used in HFT travel through the atmosphere
at nearly full light speed. At these nanosecond speeds, the physical nature of information
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transmission and the precise spatial location of the equipment involved become hugely
important, thus creating inevitable pinch points in the system. MacKenzie details the ways in
which these pinch points - individual frequency bands, specific locations on the roofs of
computer data centres, and particular sites for microwave towers - are especially
advantageous, making it possible for those who control them to profit from that control. The
book draws from over 300 interviews conducted with high-frequency traders around the world,
the people who supply them with technological systems and communication links, exchange
staff and regulators, as well as with others who function within markets that have not yet
become dominated by HFT. MacKenzie focuses most closely upon the four main sites of
international HFT - Chicago, New York, Amsterdam, and London - and examines both the
technology and the politics underpinning modern financial markets"--

An exposé of fragmented trading platforms, poor governance, and exploitative
practices in today's capital markets Capital markets have undergone a dramatic
transformation in the past two decades. Algorithmic high-speed supercomputing
has replaced traditional floor trading and human market makers, while centralized
exchanges that once ensured fairness and transparency have fragmented into a
dizzying array of competing exchanges and trading platforms. Darkness by
Design exposes the unseen perils of market fragmentation and "dark" markets,
shedding critical light on how the redistribution of power and influence has
created new winners and losers in capital markets. Essential reading for anyone
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with money in the stock market, this compelling book challenges the conventional
view of markets and reveals the troubling implications of unchecked market
power for the health of the global economy and society as a whole.
This new reference by the author of the critically acclaimed A Financial History of
the United States covers the aftermath of the Enron-era scandals and the
extraordinary financial developments during the period
Risk management solutions for today's high-speed investing environment RealTime Risk is the first book to show regular, institutional, and quantitative investors
how to navigate intraday threats and stay on-course. The FinTech revolution has
brought massive changes to the way investing is done. Trading happens in
microsecond time frames, and while risks are emerging faster and in greater
volume than ever before, traditional risk management approaches are too slow to
be relevant. This book describes market microstructure and modern risks, and
presents a new way of thinking about risk management in today's high-speed
world. Accessible, straightforward explanations shed light on little-understood
topics, and expert guidance helps investors protect themselves from new threats.
The discussion dissects FinTech innovation to highlight the ongoing disruption,
and to establish a toolkit of approaches for analyzing flash crashes, aggressive
high frequency trading, and other specific aspects of the market. Today's
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investors face an environment in which computers and infrastructure merge,
regulations allow dozens of exchanges to coexist, and globalized business
facilitates round-the-clock deals. This book shows you how to navigate today's
investing environment safely and profitably, with the latest in risk-management
thinking. Discover risk management that works within micro-second trading
Understand the nature and impact of real-time risk, and how to protect yourself
Learn why flash crashes happen, and how to mitigate damage in advance
Examine the FinTech disruption to established business models and practices
When technology collided with investing, the boom created stratospheric
amounts of data that allows us to plumb untapped depths and discover solutions
that were unimaginable 20 years ago. Real-Time Risk describes these solutions,
and provides practical guidance for today's savvy investor.
Global capital markets have undergone fundamental transformations in recent
years and, as a result, have become extraordinarily complex and opaque.
Trading space is no longer measured in minutes or seconds but in time units
beyond human perception: milliseconds, microseconds, and even nanoseconds.
Technological advances have thus scaled up imperceptible and previously
irrelevant time differences into operationally manageable and enormously
profitable business opportunities for those with the proper high-tech trading tools.
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These tools include the fastest private communication and trading lines, the most
powerful computers and sophisticated algorithms capable of speedily analysing
incoming news and trading data and determining optimal trading strategies in
microseconds, as well as the possession of gigantic collections of historic and
real-time market data. Fragmented capital markets are also becoming a rapidly
growing reality in Europe and Asia, and are an established feature of U.S.
trading. This raises urgent market governance issues that have largely been
overlooked. Global Algorithmic Capital Markets seeks to understand how recent
market transformations are affecting core public policy objectives such as
investor protection and reduction of systemic risk, as well as fairness, efficiency,
and transparency. The operation and health of capital markets affect all of us and
have profound implications for equality and justice in society. This unique set of
chapters by leading scholars, industry insiders, and regulators discusses ways to
strengthen market governance for the benefit of society at whole.
The secrets of high-frequency trading revealed! “Edgar’s book is fantastic . . . I
recommend it highly.” —Bart Chilton, Commissioner, United States Commodity
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) “I have interviewed the most successful
high-frequency traders in New York and Chicago, but I have learned so much
more by reading Perez’s book. He covers the most relevant topics we need to
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know today and tomorrow.” —Mark Abeshouse, Chairman, Augustus Capital
“Alternating between an annotated timeline of the development of high-frequency
trading and interviews with top high-frequency traders, Perez illuminates the
world of speed. All in all, an enlightening book.” —Brenda Jubin, contributor to
Seeking Alpha “This is a comprehensive and compelling summary of the trading
industry in general, as well as high-frequency trading. If you are interested in this
field or of knowing a critical component of all future markets—read this book.”
—Paul Dowding, Managing Director, Meridian Equity Partners “Very timely,
covers the 2010 Flash Crash and the current high-frequency trading
environment.” —Patrick Sweeney, Vice President, JP Morgan Chase “There is a
new day in trading and speed is the key. Edgar Perez is the poster child.”
—Eugene Steele, Managing Partner, Trading Rooms World Wide About the Book:
High-frequency traders have been called many things—from masters of the
universe and market pioneers to exploiters, computer geeks, and even predators.
Everyone in the business of investing has an opinion of speed traders, but how
many really understand how they operate? The shadow people of the investing
world, today’s high-frequency traders have decidedly kept a low profile—until
now. In The Speed Traders, Edgar Perez, founder of the prestigious business
networking community Golden Networking, opens the door to the secretive world
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of high-frequency trading (HFT). Inside, prominent figures of HFT drop their
guard and speak with unprecedented candidness about their trade. Perez begins
with an overview of computerized trading, which formally began on February 8,
1971, when NASDAQ launched the world’s first electronic market with 2,500
over-the-counter stocks and which has evolved into the present-day practice of
making multiple trades in a matter of microseconds. He then picks the brains of
today’s top players. Manoj Narang (Tradeworx), Peter van Kleef (Lakeview
Arbitrage), and Aaron Lebovitz (Infinium Capital Management) are just a few of
the luminaries who decided to break their silence and speak openly to Perez.
Virtually all of the expertise available from the world of speed trading is packed
into these pages. You’ll get insight from HFT’s most influential trailblazers on
the important issues, including: The basics of launching an HFT platform The
important role speed traders play in providing market liquidity The real story
behind the “flash crash” of May 2010 Emerging global HFT markets M&A and
consolidation among the world’s biggest exchanges The Speed Traders is the
most comprehensive, revealing work available on the most important
development in trading in generations. High-frequency trading will no doubt play
an ever larger role as computer technology advances and the global exchanges
embrace fast electronic access. Essential reading for regulators and investors
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alike, The Speed Traders explains everything there is to know about how today’s
high-frequency traders make millions—one cent at a time.
Well-functioning financial markets are crucial for the economic well-being and the
justice of contemporary societies. The Great Financial Crisis has shown that a
perspective that naively trusts in the self-regulating powers of free markets
cannot capture what is at stake in understanding and regulating financial
markets. The damage done by the Great Financial Crisis, including its distributive
consequences, raises serious questions about the justice of financial markets as
we know them. This volume brings together leading scholars from political theory,
law, and economics in order to explore the relation between justice and financial
markets. Broadening the perspective from a purely economic one to a liberal
egalitarian one, the volume explores foundational normative questions about how
to conceptualize justice in relation to financial markets, the biases in the legal
frameworks of financial markets that produce unjust outcomes, and perspectives
of justice on specific institutions and practices in contemporary financial markets.
Written in a clear and accessible language, the volume presents analyses of how
financial markets (should) function and how the Great Financial Crisis came
about, proposals for how the structures of financial markets could be reformed,
and analysis of why reform is not happening at the speed that would be desirable
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from a perspective of justice.
In this book, Stefanie Kammerman shares her secrets, sheds a bright light on
Dark Pool activity and teaches you how to spot these big trades before they
move stock prices. Most people don't know that 40% of all trading volume
happens in private stock exchanges called Dark Pools. Millions of shares are
traded, but not reported for up to 24 hours, avoiding any immediate market
impact. Following Dark Pool trades has allowed Stefanie to pick successful
trades more than 90% of the time over the past four years - enough to earn you
triple digit returns if you followed every trade she called. She even called out the
last 11 corrections on social media - BEFORE they happened!
Dark Pools is a practical text dealing with the increasingly important topic of dark
pools, or non-displayed, off-exchange trading and liquidity. It discusses the
development of the equity trading marketplace over the past two decades and
how dark pools may evolve in a post-financial crisis world.
This book delves into the many innovative changes that the financial industry has
undergone in recent years. The authors investigate these developments in a holistic
manner and from a wide range of perspectives: both public and private, business and
consumer, regulators and supervisors. Initially, they set the framework of their analysis
by discussing innovation cycles in financial services. Thereafter, they tackle the issue of
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financial innovations and their consequences for financial stability. They then review the
new approaches to financial consumers’ protection, which emerged in the aftermath of
the global financial crisis. The authors underline the fact that this new approach is
heavily influenced by the recent innovative drive in the financial industry. Next, they
switch their attention to the public sector, examining the innovative processes in
monetary policy and central banks, structural innovations in the supervisory models and
systems, and they assess some specific supervisory challenges regarding blockchain
and the application of mathematics in the supervisory capacity. Additionally, the book
examines a range of issues related to the private sector, such as recent developments
regarding risk transferring mechanisms on the financial market, artificial intelligence and
natural language processing for regulatory filings, the development of process
management in insurance companies and other innovative products on the market.
Finally, Innovation in Financial Services discusses how the digital transformation of the
financial system impacts the interaction between the public and private sectors. The
book is intended for graduate and postgraduate level students, researchers, public
sector officers, as well as financial sector practitioners.
Today, the world is in the most serious turmoil it has experienced for many centuries.
These multiple crises arise from the fundamental mistreatment by capitalist competition
of the carrying capacity of the planet. Even before coronavirus, evidently morbid
symptoms of over-development led many spatial planners to write of the threat of a new
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Dark Age. Many advocated a return to policy decentralisation as the Covid-19 crisis
demonstrated once again the failure of ‘global controller’ mindsets to manage complex
systems successfully. Dislocation: Awkward Spatial Transitions is a critical exploration
of where spatial development processes and rules have gone wrong across many
economies. The chapters lay out which mindsets have been responsible for this and
gives pointers to new practices that aim to ameliorate the effects of past failings. In the
first nine chapters, a mapping of key elements of the prevailing omni-crisis are
summarised. These range from an exegesis of the Anthropocene, the rise of populism,
the transition to neoliberalist anti-planning, and migration as planning issues with pleas
for evolutionary change in spatial policy and process dynamics. Finally, a group of
chapters explores the flailing as territorial governances tried to plot the rise of creative
cities, 4.0 era industry and services, and in the built form, the role of 'starchitects' in city
renewal. In the last part, attention is devoted to territorial innovation, knowledge
recombination, sustainable mobility and, finally, green entrepreneurship, as necessary
elements of a post-coronavirus, climate change mitigation and sustainable mobility set
of survival strategies. The chapters in this book were originally published in the journal
European Planning Studies.
Master the lucrative discipline of quantitative trading with this insightful handbook from
a master in the field In the newly revised Second Edition of Quantitative Trading: How
to Build Your Own Algorithmic Trading Business, quant trading expert Dr. Ernest P.
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Chan shows you how to apply both time-tested and novel quantitative trading strategies
to develop or improve your own trading firm. You'll discover new case studies and
updated information on the application of cutting-edge machine learning investment
techniques, as well as: Updated back tests on a variety of trading strategies, with
included Python and R code examples A new technique on optimizing parameters with
changing market regimes using machine learning. A guide to selecting the best traders
and advisors to manage your money Perfect for independent retail traders seeking to
start their own quantitative trading business, or investors looking to invest in such
traders, this new edition of Quantitative Trading will also earn a place in the libraries of
individual investors interested in exploring a career at a major financial institution.
Argues that post-crisis Wall Street continues to be controlled by large banks and
explains how a small, diverse group of Wall Street men have banded together to reform
the financial markets.
Master the practical aspects of the CFA Program curriculum with expert instruction for
the 2019 exam The same official curricula that CFA Program candidates receive with
program registration is now publicly available for purchase. CFA Program Curriculum
2019 Level II, Volumes 1-6 provides the complete Level II curriculum for the 2019
exam, with practical instruction on the Candidate Body of Knowledge (CBOK) and how
it is applied, including expert guidance on incorporating concepts into practice. Level II
focuses on complex analysis with an emphasis on asset valuation, and is designed to
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help you use investment concepts appropriately in situations analysts commonly face.
Coverage includes ethical and professional standards, quantitative analysis,
economics, financial reporting and analysis, corporate finance, equities, fixed income,
derivatives, alternative investments, and portfolio management organized into individual
study sessions with clearly defined Learning Outcome Statements. Charts, graphs,
figures, diagrams, and financial statements illustrate complex concepts to facilitate
retention, and practice questions with answers allow you to gauge your understanding
while reinforcing important concepts. While Level I introduced you to basic foundational
investment skills, Level II requires more complex techniques and a strong grasp of
valuation methods. This set dives deep into practical application, explaining complex
topics to help you understand and retain critical concepts and processes. Incorporate
analysis skills into case evaluations Master complex calculations and quantitative
techniques Understand the international standards used for valuation and analysis
Gauge your skills and understanding against each Learning Outcome Statement CFA
Institute promotes the highest standards of ethics, education, and professional
excellence among investment professionals. The CFA Program curriculum guides you
through the breadth of knowledge required to uphold these standards. The three levels
of the program build on each other. Level I provides foundational knowledge and
teaches the use of investment tools; Level II focuses on application of concepts and
analysis, particularly in the valuation of assets; and Level III builds toward synthesis
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across topics with an emphasis on portfolio management.
"[An] extraordinary tale"—Wall Street Journal "Compelling [and] engaging"—Financial
Times "Magnificently detailed yet pacy...Think Trading Places meets Wall
Street"—Sunday Times (UK) The riveting story of a trading prodigy who amassed $70
million from his childhood bedroom—until the US government accused him of helping
trigger an unprecedented market collapse On May 6, 2010, financial markets around
the world tumbled simultaneously and without warning. In the span of five minutes, a
trillion dollars of valuation was lost. The Flash Crash, as it became known, represented
what was then the fastest drop in market history. When share values rebounded less
than half an hour later, experts around the globe were left perplexed. What had they
just witnessed? Navinder Singh Sarao hardly seemed like a man who would shake the
world's financial markets to their core. Raised in a working-class neighborhood in West
London, Nav was a preternaturally gifted trader who played the markets like a computer
game. By the age of thirty, he had left behind London's "trading arcades," working
instead out of his childhood home. For years the money poured in. But when lightningfast electronic traders infiltrated markets and started eating into his profits, Nav built a
system of his own to fight back. It worked—until 2015, when the FBI arrived at his door.
Depending on whom you ask, Sarao was a scourge, a symbol of a financial system run
horribly amok, or a folk hero who took on the tyranny of Wall Street and the highfrequency traders. A real-life financial thriller, Flash Crash uncovers the remarkable,
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behind-the-scenes narrative of a mystifying market crash, a globe-spanning
investigation into international fraud, and a man at the center of them both.
When Surveyor-General Thomas Hutchins drove a stake into the ground to mark a
“point of beginning” for the 1785 establishment of Seven Ranges of townships on the
west bank of the Ohio River, he had to have sensed that he was initiating something
larger than a survey. After all, he was working for the newly formed United States, and
the purpose of his work was to impose a grid of ideal squares on hill country to make it
ready for sale—something that had never been done before. But Hutchins couldn’t by
any stretch of the imagination have known that the public survey system he was testing
would soon extend all the way to the Pacific or that the land on which he worked would
soon become the staging ground for other, similarly revolutionary innovations like strip
mining, Pentecostalism, the gaming industry, and tools for emancipating multi-national
corporations. In this book, Will Hoyt details the arrival and eventual impact of these
eastern Ohio products, and by framing the story of their development within the story of
his own decision to move from California to eastern Ohio, he secures a glimpse of our
country’s DNA. Readers will close this book with a firm grasp of three things: the
grandeur of the American project, the extent to which that project is now at risk, and
what we all must do to ensure its survival.
The debate about high frequency trading (HFT) has been raging since around the
beginning of 2010, after a couple of years of record profits in 2008 and 2009 were
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reported upon by the press with a generally negative tone. But, it was manageable.
Regulators were making careful, but mostly correct moves to fix what needed fixing.
Until it all came crashing down. With the release of Michael Lewis's latest best-seller,
Flash Boys, potential progress was dramatically and possibly irrevocably set back. This
e-only book will provide a close look at the topic of high frequency trading in its various
aspects: what it is, how it's done, why it matters, and whether we should have
concerns.
QFINANCE: The Ultimate Resource (5th edition) is the first-step reference for the
finance professional or student of finance. Its coverage and author quality reflect a fine
blend of practitioner and academic expertise, whilst providing the reader with a
thorough education in the may facets of finance.
This book explores the problem of high frequency trading (HFT) as well as the need for
US stock market reform. This collection of previously published and unpublished
materials includes the following articles and white papers: The Problem of HFT HFT
Scalping Strategies Why HFTs Have an Advantage Electronic Liquidity Strategy HFT A Systemic Issue Reforming the National Market System NZZ Interview with Haim
Bodek TradeTech Interview with Haim Bodek "Modern HFT wasn't a paradigm shift
because its innovations brought new efficiencies into the marketplace. HFT was a
paradigm shift because its innovations proved that anti-competitive barriers to entry
could be erected in the market structure itself to preference one class of market
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participant above all others"
A comprehensive guide to the dynamic area of finance known asmarket microstructure
Interest in market microstructure has grown dramatically inrecent years due largely in
part to the rapid transformation of thefinancial market environment by technology,
regulation, andglobalization. Looking at market transactions at the most
granularlevel—and taking into account market structure, pricediscovery, information
flows, transaction costs, and the tradingprocess—market microstructure also forms the
basis ofhigh-frequency trading strategies that can help professionalinvestors generate
profits and/or execute optimal transactions. Part of the Robert W. Kolb Series in
Finance, MarketMicrostructure skillfully puts this discipline in perspectiveand examines
how the working processes of markets impacttransaction costs, prices, quotes, volume,
and trading behavior.Along the way, it offers valuable insights on how specific
featuresof the trading process like the existence of intermediaries or theenvironment in
which trading takes place affect the price formationprocess. Explore issues including
market structure and design,transaction costs, information flows, and disclosure
Addresses market microstructure in emerging markets Covers the legal and regulatory
issues impacting this area offinance Contains contributions from both experienced
financialprofessionals and respected academics in this field If you're looking to gain a
firm understanding of marketmicrostructure, this book is the best place to start.
First Published in 2014. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
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company.
This book underscores the complexity of the equity markets, the challenges they face,
and the fact that they are still a work in process. Three interacting forces drive market
change: competition, technology change, and regulatory change. The markets have
one major objective in particular to achieve: the delivery of accurate price discovery for
both traders and the broader market. Are we getting it? Are competition, technology,
and regulation acting together to improve market quality, or are they adding to the
complexity of the markets and making accurate price discovery harder to achieve? The
difficulty of addressing these issues and reaching a consensus regarding public policy
is reflected in the diverse opinions expressed in this book. From an institutional
perspective, the volume’s contributors highlight the interconnectedness of all aspects
of the internal and external environment within which exchange organizations act.
Equity Markets in Transition underscores how technological evolution and recent
regulatory changes have influenced the business, and how these developments have
opened new possibilities for exchange organizations and for equity markets as a whole,
including such issues as the impact of equity markets on job creation. The book
combines both a theoretical and a practical approach. Part I presents a theoretical
overview of the international equity market business, including an overall description of
the value chain of stock trading that includes deep dives on every decisive step. Part II
contains contributions from various business specialists who have specific practical and
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academic knowledge of the different steps. Equity Markets in Transition represents a
unique combination of theoretical and practical analysis that offers first-hand insights on
all relevant interactions and interrelations among the various parts of the exchange
business, with an emphasis on facilitating analysis of the status quo and of emerging
trends regarding business models, regulation, and the development of the competitor,
customer and investor sides.
With the immediacy of today’s NASDAQ close and the timeless power of a Greek
tragedy, The Quants is at once a masterpiece of explanatory journalism, a gripping tale
of ambition and hubris, and an ominous warning about Wall Street’s future. In March of
2006, four of the world’s richest men sipped champagne in an opulent New York hotel.
They were preparing to compete in a poker tournament with million-dollar stakes, but
those numbers meant nothing to them. They were accustomed to risking billions. On
that night, these four men and their cohorts were the new kings of Wall Street. Muller,
Griffin, Asness, and Weinstein were among the best and brightest of a new breed, the
quants. Over the prior twenty years, this species of math whiz--technocrats who make
billions not with gut calls or fundamental analysis but with formulas and high-speed
computers--had usurped the testosterone-fueled, kill-or-be-killed risk-takers who’d long
been the alpha males the world’s largest casino. The quants helped create a digitized
money-trading machine that could shift billions around the globe with the click of a
mouse. Few realized, though, that in creating this unprecedented machine, men like
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Muller, Griffin, Asness and Weinstein had sowed the seeds for history’s greatest
financial disaster. Drawing on unprecedented access to these four number-crunching
titans, The Quants tells the inside story of what they thought and felt in the days and
weeks when they helplessly watched much of their net worth vaporize--and wondered
just how their mind-bending formulas and genius-level IQ’s had led them so wrong, so
fast.
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